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The Playground
It was nothing spectacular as far as playgrounds go.
Rusting wire backstops anchored two of its corners. Patches of chocolatecolored dirt interrupted large tufts of unkempt grass. Three pitted blacktop
basketball courts beckoned from deep left field.
But to my brother and me it was the Playground for our dreams - our very
own Madison Square Garden, Candlestick Park or Soldier Field - depending
on the season. A place where two boys chased the shadows of their heroes.
Willie Mays and Mickey Mantle. Roger Staubach and Jim Brown. Jerry West
and Elgin Baylor. Heroes all in our young eyes. We duplicated their moves,
their stances, their swings - hoping someday we might duplicate their feats.
The Playground beckoned from a rise just past our backyard fence. We
almost always answered. After-school visits often lingered until late afternoon,
when night's curtain lowered on the Seattle winter day. On brilliant summer
days, with squawking gulls our roaring crowds, we flagged down flyballs sent
soaring high above the dewy grass.
Our fancies shifted in rhythm with the cycles of the maples standing guard
over our Playground. In the fall, as crispy golden leaves danced across the
field, one-on-one tackle football dominated Saturday and Sunday afternoons.
The contests continued until winter's soggy entrance, when sheets of rain
transformed our gridiron into an unplayable bog of mud.
That signaled the opening of basketball season. One-on-one full-court
games for hours. My Lakers. Against his Celtics. For the NBA championship.
In rainstorms. Sometimes in snow and ice. In almost total darkness. Still, we
never abandoned our dreams.
As winter's rages gave way to spring's promise, the silent maples regained
their luster. Our signal to dig out bats and balls and gloves. The Yankees and
Giants vied for months. In afternoon and evening contests often cut short by
showers, and from sunup to sundown when school bells fell silent until
autumn.
Today our Playground calls other stargazing youngsters, just as it called my
brother and me some 20 years before. The two of us rarely compete on that
magical Playground anymore. Our hopes and ambitions have carried us to
other arenas, larger and more distant. But none as special as the first .
And now, looking back on those golden days, their purpose rings loud and
clear.
Were dreamers still. D
John Sutherland
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PERSPECTIVES

Escalating
college costs pose
dilemma for many
By Author E. Hughes

The

cost of college
education is increasing,
and the public deserves to know why.
Many families are
concerned about
their financial ability
to send children to
college. Some are
questioning whether it
is worth the investment.
From an economic
perspective, analysis of
income earned over a
lifetime increases
dramatically for chose
who attend
college.
Many careers
are simply not
open for chose
who do not
have a college degree.

Even if practical considerations
are disregarded ,
there is another
compelling reason for continuing one's education. In
this society, our future policy and civility are dependent on the informed mind.
There is no promising future for a
people that neglects the minds of ics
youth.
The matter of financing education giving it economic priority - is a more
difficult dilemma.
USO, for example, relies heavily on
tuition. This year tuition was increased
by eight percent, one percent below the
national average for private universities.
Scace-supported tuition levels charged
to students are lower because they are
heavily subsidized by taxpayers. The
price, therefore, of attending a college

within che California Seate University
system is the amount the student pays
plus the government subsidy.
Coses of financing higher education
include expenditures for employee salaries , libraries , equipment, laboratories
and many more. Over the past 15 years ,
several factors have forced these costs to
rise, thereby decreasing higher education's affordability.
Some factors:
• Rapidly rising races of inflation.
• Withdrawal of government support
for student grants and loans, which
are also tuition subsidies.
• Building maintenance, which was
deferred on many campuses during
the '70s.
• Emphasis on expensive research and
high-tech supportive equipment.
• Increased expectations for universities to provide expensive nonacademic services such as medical
care and job placement.
The disappointing reality is that
tuition increases reflecting rising
costs of college attendance will probably continue.
The greatest cost of operation in
college is labor. Faculty and staff
salaries compromise che largest segment of any college or university
budget. These costs not only will
increase, they should.
A recent study shows the average
professor's salary at $37,000. That
"average" professor has a doctorate, at
lease 10 to 15 years of college teaching experience, and is subject to the
same costs of living as anyone else.
Even more startling is the beginning
salary for college professors. On the
average, an instructor at a college or
university will begin teaching at
$23,000 per year.
If higher education hopes to attract

To the editor:
What a pleasant and welcome surprise to have recently received my first
issue of U Magazine. l thoroughly
enjoyed reading everything about USO.
Your publication brought me back up to
date on the University and I'm glad to
read that some of the profs that I
remember are still there.
I am presently residing in the corridor
that lies between Philadelphia and New
York, and am constantly being bombarded with publications emanating
from the Eastern and Ivy League estab-

the brightest students as potential
teachers , salaries will have to improve.
If college is to be affordable, if
choice of institution is to be a reality,
what can be done?
Funds for financial aid muse be
given priority by college presidents.
Ac USO, we have managed to
increase university merit scholarships
and grants from $2.2 million in 1982
co almost $4 million in the lase
school year.
Keep in mind, the American
higher-education system is still the
best in the world. le offers more
access, teaching competence, innovation, research productivity and diversity than any ocher. On chat basis
alone, it is a worthy investment.
le is imperative chat all of us recognize the importance of maintaining
our affordable education system.
Consider chat the average four-year
college student begins a career
$9,000 in debt. That figure no doubt
will increase.
This forces graduates to focus
unduly on high-paying jobs and
majors chat lead to such jobs. Careers
like teaching, nursing and community counseling have suffered.
Our primary efforts muse insure
chat colleges and universities give
people access to opportunities and
consequently, their piece of the
American dream. Bue we muse work
to maintain a system chat encourages
some to ace on a dream of helping
others, not just helping themselves .
The public muse realize chat we in
higher education care and - despite
some setbacks and cost increases seek to work together to keep our
common dream affordable. D

This is an edited versio11 ofan article
published in the San Diego Union.
Dr. Hughes is USD's president.
lishments. The U Magazine fits in and is
as classy as any one that I have viewed
recently. Keep up the good work.
Although it is unlikely that any of the
graduates mentioned on the back cover
are located in this area, I will continue
to talk lively and loudly about USO in
hopes of finding a few more lost alums.
I would welcome the opportunity of
being the USO alumni rep for this area.
I am looking forward to future issues
and remain,
Sincerely,
Thomas C. Ragan '68
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Nader, O'Connell clash
over insurance reforms
By Jacqueline Genovese

The

sparring session
over California's automobile
insurance initiatives promised
to be controversial and lively.
And the crowd of more
than 1,000 packed into
USD's Camino Theater was
nor disappointed when consumer activist Ralph Nader
and the so-called father of nofault insurance, Jeffrey
O 'Connell , traded verb al
blows September 18 over the
topic of insurance reform.
The debate - sponsored
by USD's Law School and
the San Diego law Review was the first public forum in
California to examine all five
auto insurance initiatives th at
will appear on the November
8 ballot.
Nader championed the
present tort liability system
that compensates individuals
for pain and suffering. "The
tort system has generated
majestic statements . . .
updating and strengthening
the responsibility and
accountability of the powerful
over the weak - the corpora-

rion over the consumer and in
general, the perpetrator over
the vic tim ," he asserted.
O 'Connell , a University of
Virginia law professor who
has opposed Nader in the
insurance arena for 25 years,
claimed the tort system was
"wildly unproductive," awarding money for something of
non-monetary value - pain
and suffering. "Trying to
quantify pain and suffering is
a lot of work - why else
wo uld lawyers charge so
much?" he queried .
O 'Co nnell contended that
"the problem is not the insurance industry or trial lawye rs,
bur tort liability law." He said
no-fault insurance was "s implicity itself" and compared it
to health and life insurance.
The ans wer to insurance
reform, Nader declared, "lies
in developing an economic
system th at is motivated to
prevent injury and death and
at the same rime compensate
people for their injuries."
O 'Connell, on the other
hand , claimed no-fault insurance was the first step in
solving a complex insurance

"... the problem is not the insurance industry or trial lawyers, but
tort liability law." Jeffrey O'Connell

"If Californians vote far (Proposition) 104, they are shooting themselves in the pocketbook as well as i11 the .foot." Ralph Nader
problem. "Take no-fault
(Proposition 104) and run
with it ," he urged.
Panelists representing four
of the five insurance initiatives assailed Nader and
O 'Connell with a barrage of
pointed questions. The
1esulring animated debate
prompted applause as well as
hissing from the audience.
Moderator Hmvard Miller,
a former principal on public
television's heralded "Advocate" series, intervened several rimes - at one point
jesting Nader, "To exercise
control over yo u is a major
moment in my life."
Panelist Harvey Levine,
president-elect of the Trial
Lawyers Association, supported Proposition 100. "Ir is
nor a trial lawyers' bill," he
maintained, "but an initiative
supported by consumer
groups and insurance companies ." He said Proposition
100 would:
1. Reduce rares by 20
percent for good
drivers.
2. Prohibit fraud in the
sale of Medicare
("medi-gap") insurance.
3. Force insurance companies to show
accountability for rate
increases.
Harvey Rosenfield , chair of
the Voter Revo ir to Cur Insurance Rares, told the audi-

ence, "The consumers have
absolutely no representation
in Sacramento." He wrote
Proposition 103 and said it
will:
1. Reduce everyone's rares
by 20 percent.
2. Force companies to
open their books to
justify rare increases.
3. Eliminate barriers to
competition in the
insurance industry.
4. Require election, nor
appointment, of the
Insurance
Commissioner.
Allen Karz, the principal
drafter of Proposition 104 ,
said "104 is the only initiative
that reduces cost by eliminating the was te, fraud and
expense" of the tort system.
He claimed 104 would:
1. Pay for medical
expense and wage loss
up to $30,000.
2. Pay victims w ithin 30
days of the claim.
3. Allow victims to sue in
tort for costs that
exceed the allotted
$30,000 by $10,000 or
more.
Tom Skornia, founding
president of the California
Legal Reform Institute, spoke
in favor of Proposition 106.
He said it would be the first
step in regulating the statutory monopoly lawyers enjoy
in their profession . D

ALCALA

There's hope
for illiterate
s~\\piegans

Illiteracy gnaws at Judy
Rauner's conscience.
Why - in the world's richest country - is one out of
five adults functionall y illiterate, she wonders. Why aren't
more resources expended to
bring this most crucial of
basic skills to millions
trapped in a hopeless world,
unable to read even the simplest words?
This year, Rauner, USD's
director of volunteer
resources, stopped wondering
and decided to act.
Working with representatives from the San Diego
Unified School District, the

PARK
San Diego Public Library and
the San Diego Community
College District, Rauner
helped open San Diego's first
adult learning center September 30 at Carson Elementary
School in Linda Vista.
The center is open to all
San Diegans and includes
individual and class instruction in reading. Computers
are available too.
USD volunteers and other
residents of the community
teach and provide supervised
activities for their students'
children . Instruction is
offered from 6-9:30 p.m .
Tuesdays and Thursdays.
Rauner remembers the

wonderment and admiration
she felt on opening night
when a very large, weathered
man walked into the center
and said, " Tm here for the
reading program.' That must
have taken so much courage!"
she says with pride.
The energetic Rauner's
goals extend beyond the adult
learning center. "My dream ,"
she exp lains, "is to develop a
family learning center, where
learning wou ld be a shared
experience for children and
their parents ."
Seeing the determination in
Rauner's eyes, this is one
dream that may see morning's
light. D

Law library's dire straits prompt construction plans

Te

Law Library's
insides are swollen nearly to
the bursting point.
Books piled high on top of
bookcases poke toward the
ceiling. Wooden study tables
wedged between aisles jab at
the sides of interior walls .
Each week hundreds of students shuffle up and down
the 30-year-old facility's
stairways.
There are other problems.
The bindings and pages of
much of the 243,000-volume
collection are slowly disintegrating because of the lack of
climate control. Microform ·
holdings are crammed into a
shoebox-sized room with a
leaky cei ling.
Eliminating all of those
problems is at the heart of a
$6 million construction plan
unveiled last spring by Law
School administrators. The
plan, which will more than
double the library's square
footage, calls for construction
of a three-story addition at
the back of the library, followed by major renovation of
the existing structure.
A complete climate control
system , computer cabling
including computer-ready

study carrels, and improved
lighting and furniture will be
added during the project. "I
can't stress often enough how
critical this project is to the
future of the Law School ,"
says Library Director and law
professor Nancy Carter.

Adds acting Law School
Dean Grant Morris : "We're
already in the top SO law
schools nationally. We need
to successfully complete this
project to enable our school
to move to a higher echelon
of distinction."

Although ground was broken for the project during the
summer, University fund
raisers still are seeking some
$4 million to fund construction . The work will require
an estimated 30 months to
complete. D

.- - ·'-""

Announcement of Law Library expansion and renovation means relief is in sight for beleagured patrons.
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New a.d. in step with campus sports philosophy
By Ted Cosen

Ac

USO, academics don't cake a
back seat to athletics. And in the recent
nationwide search for a new athletic
director, Tom Burke, vice president of
student affairs, searched for an individual who shared USD's perspective on
athletics and academics.
Tom Iannacone proved to be that
individual. Iannacone, director of athletics for four years at Sc. Francis College in Loretto, Pa., began his duties at
USO on September I. He replaced Fr.
Patrick Cahill, who served as the Torero
athletic director for nine years before
stepping down during the summer to
accept an associate pascorship at Guardian Angel Cathedral in Las Vegas.
Hard work, loyalty and dedication are
just a few of the words chat his colleagues use to describe the 4 7-year-old
Iannacone. A father of three, lannacone's experience includes :
1984-88
Athletic Director, St.

Francis College
Expanded spores offerings
and men's and women's
scholarships, renovated
facilities, improved budgets, established a master
plan for the future and
continual development of
athletics. Active member of
ECAC Metro Conference
committee on conference
development.
1977-84

1983

197 5-77

1974

1964

Assistant Athletic Director, Fordham University
Also served as assistant
football coach.
Received the prestigious
Jack Coffey Award from
Fordham's Alumni Association for outstanding contributions co athletics.

Offensive Coordinator,
Backfield Coach,
Fordham University
The 1977 squad was and
remains the highest scoring
team in Fordham history,
averaging 34 points a
game.
M .S. Physical Education,
Western Connecticut Scace
University.
B.S. Physical Education,
University of Connecticut.

New Athletic Director Tom Iannacone looks .forward to sports challenges of the future at USD.
Iannacone participated in a brief question and answer session shortly after his
USO arrival.
Q: What kind of experience do you
bring to the University of San Diego?
A: My experience throughout my
career has been broad based. I have a
strong background in business and
personnel administration, organizational
skills, coaching, public relations , a commitment to academic integrity and have
a solid reputation amongst my colleagues . Mose importantly, I have the
skills necessary for the management of a
comprehensive intercollegiate athletic
program.
Q: Why were you interested in the
University of San Diego?
A: My research indicated chat the
institution had a strong reputation academically and an interest in maintaining
and developing quality athletic programs. I feel comfortable in chis environment as it has strong similarities to
my basic philosophy. My four yea rs at
Sc. Francis were very productive and I
believe I made a positive impact on
both the athletic program and the college. The move to the University of San
Diego realizes both professional as well
as personal goals and I look forward to
the challenges of the future.
Q: What is your philosophy of intercollegiate athletics?
7

A: My philosophy is that the purpose of intercollegiate athletics is to
maintain the athletic program as an
integral and significant pare of the student body. Athletic competition provides an environment that is goal and
success oriented. Such programs provide the University with opportunities
to meet the various needs of its students
and to enhance the development of
values that will be critical for success
beyond the college experience.
Q: How would you compare the Ease
Coast to the West Coast?
A: Certainly the climate is conducive
to year-round athletic competition
which is helpful in promoting both the
institution and all of our programs .
Q : What are your immediate goals
for the USO athletic program?
A: Coming in on September 1, all of
the plans for the coming year have been
developed and actually are in progress.
Without having the opportunity for
prior planning, I am simply meeting
with my staff and all other college constituencies to develop a clear and total
picture of both the University and the
athletic department, and how the
department fits into the campus community and the mission of the University. I will then be able to identify
needs, sec goals and develop a plan for
the future. D

Reflections
ona -

firestonn
Law professor
Bernie Siegan
weathered
intense public
scrutiny
following his
nomination to
the U.S. Court
of Appeals.
Now he's
returning to
scholarly
pursuits.
By Mary Enges-Maas

"My view of the Constitution is that it is a protection
of the individual against
arbitrary government,"
Siegan says. "It's a protection
all the way across the line
- press, speech, religion,
economics, property.

Treach

USO la.v professor
Bernard Siegan's office, you muse climb
a sweeping staircase to the second floor
of More Hall, pass outside the building
onto a balcony and make a right turn
back inside. The way seems somehow
protected, hidden behind a maze of
concrete and steel.
Bue Siegan felt anything but protected
beginning in February 1987 when President Reagan nominated him to a seat on
the U.S. 9th Circuit Court of Appeals.
A maelstrom of controversy that began
almost immediately after Siegan
uttered , "I accept," brought the selfeffacing La Jollan into the national
spotlight.
The next 18 months were very difficu lt for Siegan as the press and liberal
organizations across the country
assailed him for what they charged were
views outside the judicial mainstream .
For a man who had lived what the Los
Angeles Times said was a "relatively
obscure" life, Siegan says, "le was not a
very pleasant process."

"If I believed what they wrote,
I would probably vote against
me too."

And although the avalanche of criticism ended when, on a strict party line
vote, the Senate Judiciary Committee
rejected his nomination , Siegan today
can't help but feel he was portrayed as
someone he doesn't know.
"I used to read about what people
wrote," he says gently, "and if I believed
what they wrote, I would probably vote
against me, too . . . le is very hard for
someone here like me to fight the
national media . I needed a press secretary. I needed a truth squad ."
He cites an example of the distortion .
Well before his nomination , the Justice
Department authorized $15,000 for
Siegan and a group of USO law students
and faculty to compile a 287-page bibliography on the "original intent" of the
constitutional provisions . The government got a bargain: the group came in
$2,000 under budget; Siegan received
nothing for his work. Bue chat's not the
way the study was represented by the
media.

"If you read the stories , Ed Meese got
me a nice, cush y $15 ,000 to push his
pos ition on original intent ," he says
without a trace of bitterness. "But chat
was totally untrue. It's something we
cou ld be very proud of. Instead, I have
something to be uncomfortable about ."
Friends and students were outraged ;
they asked Siegan why he didn't sec the
record straight. But the volume of articles was too much.
"That isn't why I lose ," he adds. "The
press made it more difficult, but I chink
the Democrats would have decided
(against him) anyway."
A judicial appointment close to the
presidential election cou ld be delayed
by opposing Democrats so that President Reagan would not have time to put
another choice through the nomination
process. And the influential 9th Circuit
now teeters between an evenly divided
13 appointees of Democratic presidents
and 13 by Republican presidents.
While Siegan is ab le to philosophize
about his own experience, he fears for
the ideas chat came under attack
throughout his nomination.
Siegan says his four books and extensive writings were used aga inst him
rather than as a record of professional
achievement . "I'm afraid scholars will be
held back, chat (the nomination process) will inhibit scho larship. If you had

"I'm afraid scholars will be held
back, that (the nomination process)
will inhibit scholarship."

any hope to become a circuit court
judge, you will be ve ry careful."
Like his onetime USO teaching colleague, former Attorney General Meese,
Siegan is an advocate of applying the
"original intent" of the Found ing Fathers
to constitutional issues . Critics of the
theory feared Siegan wou ld become a
"judicial activist" by using a circuit court
position to tear down current social and
economic regulations and reverse existing decisions .
His eyes wide with amazement
behind metal-rimmed glasses , Siegan
expresses disbelief at how his scholarly
works - which he feels were distorted
beyond recognition - became front
page news .
"As a judge, I would fo llow the
Supreme Court ," Siegan has said all
along. "The job as a judge is to do what
the Supreme Court wants done - not
co be reversed on appeal ... I would be
laughed off the bench if I went to the
framers instead of the Supreme Court.

It would be totally irresponsible, a violation of the oath of office."
Speaking with gentleness, yet with
intensity, Siegan sits back in his chair in
the high-walled office. He explains he
never has supported discrimination or
press censorship, but that his libertarian , scholarly views were misinterpreted
by the media.
"My vie,v of the Constitution is that it
is a protection of the individual against
arbitrary government," Siegan says. "It's
a protection all the way across the line
- press, speech , religion, economics,
property.
"I want to protect the Nf!'!U) }ork Times
as much as General Motors or the Catholic Church or the individual who wants
to write a letter to the editor. I regret
that my opponents never discussed the
concept in the way I put the concept."
Siegan admits, however, that court
opinions frequently don't accord with
his scholarly ideas. He believes the
judiciary assigns liberties different values, with speech and press receiving
high priorities and business and property low priorities.
But the scholarly disagreement was a
critical one. Siegan tried to explain the
difference between the views ensconsed
in his books and those required on the
bench. Few listened. Even fewer
understood.

"In their behalf," he adds, "I don't
think many reporters have any idea of
constitutional issues ."
Throughout his long months , Siegan
thought of withdrawing his name
because of the media criticism. But
supporters opposed the idea and some
even circulated a petition encouraging
him to stay in the race.

o/ls a judge, I wouldfallow the
Supreme Court. The job as a judge is
to do what the Supreme Court wants
done . . . I would be laughed off the
bench if I went to the framers instead
of the Supreme Court."

"I began thinking, I shouldn't let the
Democrats have it so easy," he says. "If I
withdraw, the press would have said I
had a skeleton in my closet."
Somehow, Siegan believes he preserved his reputation even while losing
the appeals court seat. He has received
dozens of letters, calls and personal
comments praising his courage and
condemning the outcome.
"I passed a test not many can pass. It's

more than an ordinary test. It's a test
where accusations can be made that will
end up in the news media. And it
doesn't have to go to the jury."
Siegan experienced a quiet seven
months between July 1986, when he
first heard he would receive the nomination, and the date of the official
announcement. During that time, an
American Bar Association committee
unanimously qualified him for the position. He also satisfied FBI, Justice
Department and Judiciary Committee
investigations.
"The Justice Department said , 'You
have done nothing controversial ; "
Siegan says, reflecting on the irony. It
was true. After 18 months of trying, no
one could find any controversy in his
background .
"They looked for character defect.
Nothing," Siegan says. "Temperament.
Nothing. Integrity. Nothing. Three
years of student evaluations. Nothing.
After almost two years of investigation,
they were left with 1) lack of experience
- which is not a good faith reason since
the Senate has approved judges with
less experience, and 2) out of the mainstream. Are (Sens.) Kennedy or Biden
or Metzenbaum in the mainstream?"
Perhaps Siegan's office could not
protect him from his year and a half
under siege. But it is there he has
retreated, beginning a new year teaching
at the Law School, launching a new
genesis of ideas .
"I don't know how many points I get
for surviving this process ," Siegan says,
chuckling softly. He ticks off the names
of the people who supported his nomination, who wrote recommendations on
his behalf to the Judiciary Committee,
who kept him from withdrawing.
"Over 60 people - including many
prominent names, such as Nobel Laureates Milton Friedman and James
Buchanan and Harvard Law School
professor Alan Dershowitz - submitted
letters or statements of support. No one
who knew me filed anything against me.
"That means something," he says.
Indeed . In today's political climate,
where reputations are broken overnight
and lives forever wrenched , it may mean
more than a seat on the 9th Circuit
Court. D

Enges-Maas is a former newspaper
reporter with the Pensacola News Journal in
Pensacola, Fla. She completed USD's paralegal program in August.

Echoing the pioneer past
USD foundress emulated St Duchesne's decootion to education.

When

Philippine Duchesne
kissed the soil as she stepped ashore in
New Orleans in 1818 co begin the arduous cask of establishing Religous of the
Sacred Heare-run schools in the New
World, she symbolically opened a bold
new chapter in the order's history - the
first strides in an expansion effort chat
lacer led co the society's presence
throughout North America , New
Zealand and Australia .
Mocher Duchesne's efforts also provided inspiration for those of her order
who followed. Despite frontier condi-

cions, a lack of funds and supplies, and
strong feelings of her own inadequacy,
she persevered in her devotion co the
cause of education. With help from
Sacred Heare headquarters in France
and the generosity of individuals in chis
country, the tall French nun established
the first free school west of the Mississippi in Sc. Charles, Missouri. She lacer
opened schools in Florissant, Sc. Louis,
Louisiana and Kansas.
More than a century lacer, in the poseWorld War II period, another farsighted
Religious of the Sacred Heare had just
moved co San Diego and was about co
emulate Mocher Duchesne's example.

That nun , Mocher Rosalie C lifton
Hill, a descendant of two old American
families chat counted Declaration of
Independe nce signer Charles Carroll
and George Washington's friend Daniel
Carroll on its family tree, completed che
initial planning and designed the first
buildings for the major university USO
has evolved into during the past four
decades .
Born on M arch 13, 1879 in Washington, D.C., Hill was introduced co building design by her maternal grandmother,
who caught young Rosalie how co plan
houses and rooms using quadrille grid
paper, cue and placed in the desired

The American Parlor in Founders Hall reflects Mother Hill's desire to create not only efficient but beautiful decor. Here she visits
with Anne McGowan '61 and Rosalie Parkham in 1957.

positions. Mother Hill used this art and
perfected it later when she undertook
the design of the San Diego College for
Women .
In 1907, 28-year-old Rosalie Hill
made her final profession as a Religious
of the Sacred Heart. She served as
principal of the Convent of the Sacred
Heart in Boston in 1916, counting Rose
Fitzgerald - soon to become Mrs.
Joseph Kennedy - among her students.
After serving in other administrative
posts in the East, she moved west to
Chicago in 1929 when she was
appointed vicar of the order's western
region.
That position presented Mother Hill
with her first opportunity to build a
college. For she soon involved herself in
the plans to build the San Francisco
College for Women, later to evolve into
the University of San Francisco.
In the 1930s Mother Hill decided to
move the seat of the vicariate from

Chicago to San Francisco, enabling her
to involve herself more extensively in
the college's formation. It was while she
was in the midst of that project chat the
newly consecrated Bishop of San Diego,
Charles Buddy, first approached her
about coming to San Diego.
"Someday," the bishop said during his
visit, "I will ask the Religious of the
Sacred Heart to come to San Diego to
help me with the work of education."
That remark turned into a formal
request in July, 1942, when Bishop
Buddy invited Mocher Hill in a letter to
inaugurate a college for women in San
Diego.
While Mocher Hill expressed immediate interest in the bishop's proposal, it
wasn't until August, 1945 , that the
bishop, Mother Hill and a few of her
colleagues found a site suitable for a
college. Mother Hill described the site:

"It is called the Pueblo Lands .. .

Here in Linda Vista Heights . . . the
bishop has purchased a long mountain
ridge, the plateau of which is more than
I 00 acres. Here the bishop plans to erect
his diocesan seminary (and) to build a
college and a school for boys."
The bishop offered, and Mother Hill
accepted on behalf of her society, "15
acres of land , on any portion of the hill"
for "a college and an academy for girls."
The offer lacer was increased to 22 acres
and confirmed on November 29, 1945 .
In 1946 Mocher Hill and six members
of her society took up residence at Sc.
Madeleine Sophie's Convent in Old
Town to plan for the new college.
Mother Hill soon decided the design
should be an adaption of Spanish Renaissance architecture, which allowed for
freedom of expression and many possible variations within a true unity of
design.
During the next five years she con-
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centraced on drawing plans for the college buildings. Assisted by Mocher de
Leon, Mocher Hill worked for hours ac a
large cable in her office with a stack of
quadrille paper, cue to various sizes,
which she used to locate buildings,
rooms and hallways as she envisioned
chem . Then she drew blueprints co
scale.
In her "History of the San Diego
College for Women," the late Sr. Aimee
Rossi describes the concepts Mother
Hill kept in mind while designing the
first buildings:

"Her basic idea was that although
usefulness and efficiency must always
prevail they should not overcloud the
aspect of beauty. She held that it was no
more expensive to build something beautiful than something ugly. It was, she
said, a matter of having an overall
plan, choosing the right details and their
relationships, and harmonizing them.
Moreover, she reiterated, the Church had
always sought goodness, troth and
beauty, and that was her objective."
In lace 1946 Bishop Buddy and
Mother Hill chose Frank Hope Sr. as
the architect for the first building, the
San Diego College for Women - better
known today as Founders Hall and
Camino Hall. Ground-breaking ceremonies took place May 1, 1948 as a group
of local civic and religious leaders
looked on.
When completed in early 1952, the
college consisted of two quadrangular
two-story buildings, a chapel, a 1,000seat theater and a rear building containing the kitchen and dining room facilities . The first floor of the west
quadrangle contained classrooms, a
radio studio, language 1-aboratory, and
the library, with an extension to the rear
for art and music studios. A lower floor
was planned to house the science laboratories and cheater storage area .
The second rectangular facility
included administrative offices, parlors
and some residential facilities .
The cost? About $3 million .
Registration for the first students was
scheduled for February 9, 1952, with
classes to begin on February 11.
Although construction was not completely finished , SO women enrolled,
pleasing Mother Hill and her
colleagues.
The faculty, although small in numbers, brought with chem a Sacred Heart
trademark - excellent academic ere-

dentials. Some of the first professors
included Mothers Catherine Parks,
Ph .D., U.C. Berkeley; Mariella Bremner, Ph . 0., Loyola University, Chicago;
Mocher Rossi, Ph.D., Stanford University; Agnes Murphy, Ph .D., Catholic
University; Alicia Sarre, Ph.D. , Stanford
University; Frances Danz, Ph.D. , Stanford; Irene Lawrence, Ph.D. , Stanford
and Bernice Farrens, Ph.D., Stanford.
They were joined in the fall by Mothers Agnes Schmidt, Ph.D., Stanford,
Margaret Guest, Ph.D. , U.C. Berkeley;
Sally Furay, Ph.D., Stanford; and
Lucille Kraemer, M.A ., Stanford.
So the college chat existed only on
quadrille paper less than five years earlier was well on its way to success.
Mocher Hill's influence continued to
shape the College for Women's growth,
and even after her retirement as superior vicar of the San Diego Sacred Heart
community in 1961 , the well loved and
respected nun continued to reside at

Alcala Park until her death on December 12, 1964.
Perhaps longtime San Diego newspaper editor Eileen Jackson summed up
Mother Hill's legacy best when she
wrote about the brand-new college in
the June 7, 1952 San Diego Union:
"(The structure) is as modern as
tomorrow with its science halls, 300
blue tile powder rooms , its TV, radio
and art studios, ics tiled soda fountains ,
and yet as mellowed as a 400-year-old
Spanish building."
In the years ahead, che Sacred Heare
influence was to continue to play an
integral role in shaping USD's
identity. D

(Coming in the next issue: the Sacred
Heart influence at USD today. Special
thanks to Dr. Iris Engstrand, professor of
history, and Clare White '80, for sharing
research from their upcoming history of
USD.)

St. Duchesne to be honored Nov. 19

Just

who was Philippine Duchesn~

elevated to sainthood in July by Pope
John Paul II?
She was born in 1769 in Grenoble,
France, thrust into a society in the
midst of a turmoil that boiled over some
20 years later into the radical changes
wrought by the decade-long French
Revolution.
Growing up surrounded by social
upheaval undoubtedly influenced St.
Duchesne's life. But few of her contemporaries likely would have guessed at
the brave pioneer she was to become
during adulthood.
For in a period during which women
generally were raised to become wives
and mothers, St. Duchesne not only
spent 11 years ministering to the poor,
the sick and prisoners of the Revolution, she also joined a four-year-old
religious order - the Religious of the
Sacred Heart. She volunteered to go to
America early in the 19th century, hoping to do mission work among the
Indians.
And although she was not to work
among the Indians until late in her life,
St. Duchesne devoted much of her 34
years in the United States to education,
establishing the first free school west of

St. Philippine Duchesne
the Mississippi, opening schools in
Florissant, St. Charles, Grand Coteau,
St. Louis and New Orleans. It was a
foundation from which her order
extended itself throughout Northern
America, New Zealand and Australia.
Sacred Heart alumni from throughout
the western United States will gather at
USO on November 19 to honor St.
Duchesne. A full day of activities is
planned, including a lecture on the
saint's life, a liturgy and a reception.
More information is available from Sr.
Annette Schmeling, (619) 260-4590.

Keeping the Navy's ships afloat
Navy
undersecretary
steers $100 billion
budget and
captains a crew
of thousands.
By John L. Nunes

Undersecretary of the Navy H .
Lawrence Garrett III chuckled when
asked if he was under investigation in
the Pentagon procurement scandal chat
has rocked the military and its contractors since last June.
"No, I'm not under investigation," the
1972 USO Law School graduate replied
in an amused cone.
Bue since the Justice Department
began criminal investigations at the
Pentagon , Garrett, interviewed in July,
had been spending half his long work
days preparing for the outcome. "My
days are now longer," he noted .
Garrett, whose responsibilities
include overseeing procurement of
equipment and weapons for the entire
Navy, now is also responsible for drafting a plan of action in response co the
investigations. "We are approaching this
methodically, fairly, but we must await
the revelations of the Justice Department investigation before we can ace,"
he explained.
In defense of the Navy, Garrett said,
"The acquisition system of the Navy
involves thousands of people. This
investigation deals with just a small
group of people, and they may be
.
"
mnocenc.
Garrett, who prefers co be called
Larry, is the nation's 24th Undersecretary of the Navy, nominated in May
1987 by President Reagan. Ac the time,
Garrett was general counsel for the
Department of Defense.
He is the only Undersecretary of the
Navy who began his career as an
enlisted man. "I'm the only one co rise
through the ranks co assume chis position ," he remarked .

Undersecretary H. Lawrence Garrett III '72 (JD.) credits the rigors of Law School with
instilling the discipline necessary to achieve a top spot in the Navy.
Referring co his upwardly mobile
career - which includes two stints in
the White House - the 47-year-old
native of Washington, D.C. said, "This
is the only country in the world where
this could happen ."
Garrett enlisted in the Navy in 1961
and was commissioned as an officer four
years lacer after completing flight
crammg.
He began his military career at boot
camp in San Diego. After becoming an
officer in 1964, Garrett was a pilot stationed at North Island Naval Air Station

in San Diego.
In Vietnam (1965-67), Garrett flew
patrol craft. He flew missions with
Capt. Norm Ray, vvho is now Garrett's
military assistant.
Ray said of his boss and long time
friend's career, "I'm convinced his success is a result of setting impossible
goals ."
Just what does an undersecretary do?
For starters, it is Garrett's job co help
put together the Navy's budget, which
ran about $ 100 billion chis past year.
The budget process means Garrett

spends a lot of time on the Hill testifying before Congress. Last spring, when
Garrett spent one month as acting secretary of the Navy, he oversaw a particularly tough budgeting process.
"We had to rip out $12 billion of a
$106 billion budget in just a few days ,"
he recalled .
Garrett also is supervisor of the Navy
and Marine weapons acquisition system .
"Once weapons requirements are determined by the military command, it's my
job to oversee their approval or disapproval . ..
"I'm also responsible for sensitive
programs, including the Navy's intelligence apparatus."

"Ifyou want to truly affect something
in this country, D. C. is the place to be.
I like the feeling when I do something
meaningful for the country. In some
instances, my actions affect many lives."
A large part of his job is public. At the
time of this interview, Garrett was preparing for a trip to Europe to meet with
his NATO counterparts.
"I make a lot of speeches," he added.
Garrett, a friendly, unassuming individual, said his accomplishments have a
lot to do with "hard work, being in the
right place at the right time and a lot of
help from others. USO helped .
"Most of us in the military learn some
discipline that stays with us. Law school
inculcates even more discipline.
"Law school forced you to work and
to do it well - even when you didn't
want to. Yes , I got to where I am today
with the help of many, including some
professors from USO."
He said perhaps the best lesson he
learned at USD's Law School came
from Professor Frank Engfelt, who
taught Garrett:
"If it should be in the contract and
you didn't put it in, it's your fault."
Some of the professionals Garrett
deals with when contracting for military
gear "can be ruthless," he noted. "My
legal training serves me well daily. It
enables me to quickly evaluate the situation and identify the critical issues ."
Garrett said he chose to apply to
USD's Law School for practical reasons.
He was stationed in San Diego at the
time (1968).
Garrett was able to attend Law
School as part of the Navy's "excess

leave" program. He earned his undergraduate degree in business management from the University of West
Florida.
As an attorney in the Navy, Garrett
was assigned to the Judge Advocates
General Corps. He served from 19741978 as legal adviser to the commander
of the U.S. Pacific Fleet submarine
force at Pearl Harbor.
In 1979, Garrett, a lieutenant commander at the time, found himself back
in his hometown of Washington, D.C.,
where he was assigned to assist the
Carter Administration in drafting the
1978 Ethics in Government Act.
"The ethics work is probably why I'm
here today," Garrett said at his spacious
Pentagon office.
The ethics law writing task was a 60day assignment, but he ended up staying in the White House for two years,
working on legal matters related to the
new statute.
The ethics act was initiated by President Jimmy Carter. "Carter and others
in the White House felt that it was time
for a new statute requiring financial
disclosure by presidential appointees,"
Garrett explained.
An independent counsel was established by the ethics act.
In 1981, Garrett returned to the
White House - this time working for
the Reagan Administration as an assistant counsel to the President.
It was at that time Garrett resigned
from the Navy after a 20-year military
career.
"I left the Navy with great reluctance,"
said Garrett, whose office is filled with
memorabilia from his military days.
In one corner of the plushly carpeted
office, a Navy ship's brass bell sounded
the hour.
In another corner, a "Bottom Gun"
baseball cap sat atop a VCR. A portrait
of the raising of the American flag - on
loan from the Smithsonian - hung
prominently on the wall behind Garrett's
desk.
On his desk, under glass , was a massive organizational chart of the Secretary of the Navy's office. To read it all
would easily take 20 minutes . To understand it, considerably longer.
Directly under his supervision are the
vice chief of naval operations and the
assistant commandant of the Marines .
His typical day starts before dawn,
early enough to beat the traffic in his
26-mile trek from suburban Oakton, Va.
to the Pentagon. He arrives at his office

about 6: 15 a.m. and often remains there
until 7:30 p.m .
Although Garrett claims he is not a
political animal, he agrees that "almost
everything I do has some political facet,
which means I've got to consider all
ramifications."
The face chat he has worked in the
White House for both political parties
demonstrates his adeptness at policies.
A major reason why Garrett not only
survives but thrives in the nation's political hotbed is his ability to keep a low
profile.
"I'm Mr. Inside. I keep my head
down. I'm less visible than the Secretary. That's the way it should be~
Yee, he seems to thrive on the political nature of his job. "If you want to
trul y affect something in chis country,
D.C. is the place to be. I like the feeling
when I do something meaningful for the
country. In some instances, my actions
affect many lives."
Come January, when a new President
moves into the White House, Mr. Inside
expects to once again be on the
outside.
No problem .
Garrett will go job hunting with an
impressive resume. Besides trying to
remain in the Washington hierarchy, he
is toying with idea of returning to college - perhaps to teach law. D

John L. Nunes is director of USD's
News Bureau. He looks .forward to cross
country trips while pursuing stories about
USDalumni.
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USD's in

his blood
Trifiletti assumes
top alumni post

John

T,ifile"i '78 migh, oven bleed
Torero blue.
That's how deeply Trifiletti's ties run
co the Alcala Park institution where he
has spent most of his waking hours
during the past 13-plus years.
So it seemed only natural when Trif
- as he is better known co his legions
of USO acquaintances - was appointed
the University's new director of alumni
relations in early September, filling the
slot vacated when Joan Murry opted co
leave the academic ,vorld.
Trifiletti himself readily acknowledges
how comfortable he feels stepping into
the alumni arena. "When I heard about
the job," he recalls, smiling, "I felt it was
for me. USO is my life. It is truly a
remarkable place co be."
The Orange County native traces that
remarkableness in part co the nature of
the University's Catholic mission, particularly the emphasis placed on
respecting the dignity of each individual. "It's a feeling communicated starting
at the cop with Art Hughes . And you'll
find chat same kind of warm, caring,
non-judgmental atmosphere throughout
campus. That's the approach I've used
in dealing with students all these years,"

POTPOURRI

he says, "and it's the attitude I'll express
when dealing with our alumni. We stil l
care."
The energetic Trifiletti is a selfdescribed Type A personality who finds
himself making lists of the next week's
tasks during the weekends he actually
stays away from campus. He's unhappy
when he's not busy. He loves co travel
for relaxation , and says Europe and
China, where he cook more than 1,000
photos of children during a 1985 visit,
are favorite getaways.
As alumni director, Trifiletti intends co
reach out co more segments of USO's
20,000-member Alumni Association.
"Homecoming is a major event for a
certain portion of alumni," he says , "but
we need co offer activities co appeal co
other alumni groups as well. We have co
listen to the needs of these groups and
offer the types of activities they wane."
On the ocher hand , Trifiletti doesn't
shy away from talking about the responsibility of alumni to support USO financially. "I truly believe that most of our
alumni feel very positive about USO.
And I chink chat once people understand some of the University's needs ,
most of our alumni will do what they
can co help our."
Trifiletti began his long association
with USO in 1974, when he enrolled as
a freshman. He immersed himself in
campus activities while majoring in
political science and religious studies,
and was honored with the outstanding
graduating senior award at commencement.
He still found time co get involved in
typical student predicaments. His most
embarrasing moment occurred sophomore year, when he severely scrapped
his hands on Marian Way after the

driver of the car on whose hood he was
riding came co an abrupt stop. That
only slightly cops the time when, not
knowing who she was, Trifiletti asked
Marge Hughes what she was doing
picking flowers on campus .

".. .you'll find that same kind of
warm, caring, non-judgmental
atmosphere throughout campus.
That's the approach I've used in
deah'ng with students all these years,
and it's the attitude I'll express
when dealing with our alumni.
lfe still care."

Trifiletti's post-graduation positions on
campus put him in contact with some
4-5,000 students during the 80s. He
served as resident director of OeSales
Hall and the Mission Valley housing
comp lex for six years, then was
appointed director of the special events
for the University Center in 1986. He
also participated in Campus Ministry
retreats and served as adviser co numerous student groups.
"I've always cried co be there for the
students, whether it was at 2 a.m. in the
morning or 6:30 at night," he says. "And
I'll bring chat attitude co the alumni
office. Alumni should consider my door
always open co them, whether it's during
office hours or after."
In ocher words, don't be surprised co
find John Trifiletti at USO - no matter
what time yo u decide co visit
campus. D
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Rediscover USD at festive November bash

The

excitement is mounting
among alumni as this year's big all
alumni Homecoming Weekend rapidly
approaches.
The highlight of the November 4-6
weekend will be a dinner-danc~ Saturday evening featuring the music of the
Siers Brothers in USD's beautiful Unjversity Center. Other featured events
will include a scra!llble golf tournament,
a champagne jazz reception, a special
mass and the annual football game pitting the Toreros against the University
of California, Santa Barbara.
In addition, special reunion activities
are planned for alumni from the classes
of 1958, 1963, 1968, 1973, 1978and
1983.
Two annual alumni awards will be
presented at the dinper-dance: the
Outstanding Alumni Award and the
Alumni Service Award.
Homecoming co-chairs Hank
Acquarelli '63 and Renda Aladray '87
worked with an enthusiastic volunteer
committee of 28 alumni to plan this
year's events. The committee included:
Michael Pon '80, Sharon Dudek '83,
Pam (Leighton '73, '76) Volker, Sara
Cunningham '74, '84, Delle (Willett '64)
Stattin, Mary Alcobia '82, Maureen
Gardner '76, Vicky (Westervelt '74)
Nasman, Russ Caine '85, Debbie
Andersen '85, Mary Powers '82,
Michael Fowlkes '83, Carol Corporates
'86, Al Stehly '78, Steve Gauvin '84,
Trudy (Crampton '58) Fabian, Kathy
(Kerr '73) Stanford, Margaret Keller '85,
Lisa Johnston '78, Mary Durka '83,
Emily Schell '85, Marco Alessio '84,
Terry (Liberatore '73) Gase, Lisa

Detkos '85, Sally North '82, Goldie
(Sinegal '75) Dustman and Jimmy
Anklesaria. ·
The complete Homecoming Weekend schedule:

Friday, November 4
Scramble Golf Tournament
Tee-off time: 3-5 p.m., Mission Bay Golf
Course. Fee: $6.50 per person (teams of two
persons).

Institute for Christian Ministries
Workshop
"Principles of Care for the Dying~ 6:30-9:30
p.m., Salomon Lecture Han; DeSales Hall.
Fee: $20 per person in advance, $25 at the
door. Workshop continues Saturday,
9:30 a.m.-4 p.m.

Saturday, November 5
Intramural Homecoming 3-Mile Run or
1-Mile Fun Run
.
10 a.m., Spores Center. Fee: $1 per person
(no c-shirc; $6 per person (includes c-shirc) .

Pre-game Alumni-Student BBQ/Brunch
Huddle
11 a.m.-1:30 p.m., Valley Soccer Field. Fee:
$5 per person. Help decorate the Alumni
Association's third annual float!

Football game: USO vs. U.C. Santa
Barbara
1:30 p.m., Torero Stadium. Tickets: $4
adults, $2 children and students.

Celebrate in '88 Dinner-Dance
(Black .tie-optional) 7 p.m., cocktails. 8
p.m., dinner. Dancing, presentation of
Alumni Association awards follow. Music by
the Siers Brothers. University Center. Fee:
$25 per person.

Sunday, November 6
Homecoming Mass
11 a.m., Founders Chapel.

Champagne Jazz Reception
Noon, University Center Grille and Courtyard. Live jazz. Fee: $8 per person.

Stand up and sound off at alumni summit

Have

you always wondered about
the role alumni play in shaping USD's
future? Would you like to get involved in
the process?
You'll soon have that opportunity. All
alumni are invited to a special January
21 meeting of the Alumni Association
that will address the University's future.
President Author E. Hughes will
share his vision for USO and explain

how alumni involvement is critical to the
University's future.
You'll get a chance to ask questions
about alumni events, meet current
Board of Directors, Student Alumni
Association members and newly
appointed class representatives from
around che country.
Contact the Office of Alumni Relations at (619) 260-4819 for more
information. D

Board unveils plan
promising bright
future for alumni

A

ambitious Five¥ear Plan
designed to strengthen alumni involvement with the University and increase
alumni understanding of USD's needs
was adopted by the Alumni Board of
Directors late last spring.
Among the plan's goals:
• Improved communications
between the University and
alumni. A new newsletter containing information of interest to
alumni will be published and
mailed to alumni in addition to the
quarterly U Magazine already
published.
• Development of national alumni
chapters. The effort will include
the appointment of regional representatives to the Alumni Board of
Directors.
• Expansion of USD's Alumni
Career Network. The network is
composed of alumni who serve as
contacts for students or alumni
seeking career information.
• Expansion of the alumni awards
program. The Association seeks to
recognize additional alumni for
their contributions and service to
USO and the commmunity.
• Implementation of a class agent
program. An alumnus or alumna
will be appointed to represent each
class and to serve as an information
conduit between the University
and ocher alumni from that graduating class.
• More student awareness of the
Alumni Association.
"The University's alumni represent
USD's most valuable resource," says
Delle (Willett '64) Stattin, 1988 president of the Alumni Association and one
of the architects of the Five¥ear Plan.
"It is our hope that this plan strengthens
the fruitful partnership forged between
alumni and USO. We're excited about
the future possibilities."
Other major contributors to the plan
included Charles Abdi '83, Charles King
'62, Lori Murray-Simpson '83, Bob
O'Connell '82, Virginia Stehly '83 and
Clare White '80. D

CLASS

'56

Marilynn (Mayer) Neville's

daughter, Rosalind Neville
Donaghue, is graduating from dental
school this year.

'58

Robert Dibos and his wife,
Sheila , have six children and
three grandchildren . The couple live in
Escondido. Their oldest daughter, Kathy,
attended USO from 1978 through 1980.
Robert is a CPA and has an accounting
and tax practice in Escondido .. . Trudy
(Crampton) Fabian's daughter, Noel ,
was a USO 1988 May graduate.

'64

Maureen King, executive
director of Mothers Embracing
Nuclear Disarmament (MEND), and her
daughter, Michalyn, were part of a San
Diego group that participated in a historic
exchange program between American
mothers and children and Soviet mothers
and children . Part one of the exchange
occurred in September, when approximately 25 American mothers and children
traveled to the Soviet Union. The trip was
documented by a McCall's magazine
editor who accompanied the group.
According to MEND's Soviet counterparts who were instrumental in arranging
the exchange, there have been no official
exchange programs co date that combined
both mothers and children .

'65

Jeraldine McLaughlin has

two teenage children. She
volunteers at their school.

'66

Frank Cherry has two children in college and a son in high
school. The high schooler, a member of
the Duncanville High School band, will
march in the Rose Parade this year . . .
Marilyn Dugan, the owner, and Sheilah
Egan, an employee of A Likely Story
children's bookstore in Alexandria, Va.,
are the winners of the 1988 Lucile
Micheels Pannell Award , given annually
by the Women's National Book Association to honor a creative effort that brings
children and books together. The pair
carried out an entire year of creative
programs for the bookstore that included
theme story hours, author appearances,
Saturday morning vocational sessions
called "I Can Be ... ," foreign language
readings, parenting and craft workshops,
and a sensational "Week without TV"
project. Whenever possible, they reached
.out into the Alexandria community and
asked local experts to help. Marilyn and
Sheilah backed up the experts with a wide
variety of books in each area of interest to

NOTES

the children . Marilyn has a master's
degree from Georgetown University. She
opened the bookstore in 1984 because
she and her husband, Richard , had found
it difficult to obtain quality books for their
own children despite the good bookstores
in Alexandria.

'67

Don Lengyel's father, Carl
Lengyel, passed away on June

15, 1988.

'69

William Buckley is an associate professor and director of
freshman writing at Indiana University,
Northwest. He has authored Collected

&says on Louis-Ferdinand Celine, Senses'
Te11derand numerous essays on British
novelists . .. Maria Estela (Gomez)
Ruiz is married to Oscar Ruiz Jr. They
have two daughters, Paci , 7, and Gabi, 6.
Maria has had a successful real estate
career oriented in development on both
sides of the border. Maria asks for prayers
for her father, Zeferino, who passed away
July 22 , 1988.

'70

John Renison is district man-

'71

Dr. Eileen Kearney is very

ager of the United States and
Mexico for G.I. Trucking Co. He has a 12year-old son . John does a lot of translation
work for both governments and government officials .

happy to be back teaching in
California after teaching several years in
Washington, Oregon and Missouri ...
Rev. Kevin Kerbawy has contributed an
article to the book Cdtholicism and Jungian
Psychology. The article is "Jung's Dictum:
Relate to What Is! Pastoral Perspectives of
a Parish Priest."

'72

Fr. Ramon Marrufo has been
appointed Episcopal Vicar and
Dean of the Cathedral Deanery of the
Diocese by San Diego Bishop Leo Maher
. . . Thomas Scharf is managing editor
of publications for the San Diego Historical Society. He also writes for local magazines and is a part-time book designer.

'75

Joe Wilimek has been named

superintendent of Kit Carson
School District in Hanford, Calif. His past
post was principal of Hanford High, a dual
campus of 2,300 students. The Wilimeks
live in the central valley with sons Joey, 14,
Angelo, 10; and daughter Gabriella, 4 .
They just moved into a custom-built

home in Hanford . .. M. Lisa (Gorton)
Minor has two boys, Christopher, 6, and
Joshua, 5. She is basically a full-time
mom, thanks to her husband , Carl, who
works at Otis Elevator. She has been a
licensed day care provider in the state of
Connecticut, and recently started a paretime job as a pastoral associate at Sacred
Heart Parish in Bloomfield . Her first task
was coordinating a newly created neighborhood ministries program . . . Ann
(McKee) McCabe married Jim McCabe
in August 1987. She moved from Portland, Ore. , where she was living with her
daughter, Kelly, 8, to the Bay Area city of
Pleasant Hill. She is teaching second
grade nearby.
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Jim Whitaker is the director

of admissions and financial aid
at the University of Dallas .

Donna McLean was awarded a
Juris Doctor degree from Western State University School of Law in May
1988. While in law school she participated
in the Delta Theta Phi fraternity .. .
Rebecca Schmitz and Peter Hahn were
married August 8, 1987 . They live in
Olympia, Wash . Becky teaches third
grade and Peter is a fisheries research
biologist for the Washington Department
of Wildlife. They both enjoy an active life
of hiking, climbing, bicycling and canoeing with friends in the beautiful
Northwest.

'78

Andrea (Spear) Elimelech

'79

John Farr and Jane
(Petrilli) Farr '80 are the

graduated magna cum laude
from University De Las Americas in
Puebla Mexico. She joined Business
International Corp. as assistant editor of
Business Latin America in New York City.
She is now with Business International
Australia .. . Josephine (Galliano)
Emig is married and living in Alameda,
Calif. She is currently working as a registered dental hygienist two days per week
and teaching English as a second language
(ESL) courses at Diablo Valley College, as
well as acting as staff coordinator for the
college learning center .. . Mike Harrod
and his wife, Mari, are the proud parents
of Samantha Marie. Samantha was born
June 2, 1988 .

proud parents of Margaret Elizabeth, born
June 28, 1988. Margaret is the couple's
second child . The Farr family is headed
for Damascus, where John and Jane will
teach at Damascus Community School
under a two-year contract with International School Service. Damascus is a one-
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hour flight from Greece, a four-hour flight
from Germany and a short hop co a safari
in Africa. The Farrs plan co spend Christmas in London and Easter in Moscow.
They developed a taste for travel during
their college years, when Jane spent a year
in Italy and John a year in England ...
Gaylene (Stikney) Eisenach gave birth
co a baby boy, Michael David Eisenach,
November6, 1987.

&/ward Bondy '80

'80

Diane Barry has been practicing podiacric medicine for the
lase two years in the Los Angeles area. She
married Paul Branks on September 19,
1987 at USD's Founders Chapel ...
Edward Bondy has been appointed co
the position of regional vice president of
The Pioneer Group, Inc. Edward had
served as Pioneer's investment wholesaler
for the Northwest since 1986. The Pioneer Group, Inc. is an investment company chat has been serving inves tors and
the investment community since 19 28.

'81

John Baumgardner gradu-

ated second in hi s class at
American Graduate School of Internacional Management (Thunderbird) in
1982. He received an MBA in international management. John presently works
for ACE-Parking, Inc. as vice president/
general manager in San Diego. He married Lupita Cortes '82 on December 28,
1984 .. . Karen (Darnauer) Hirakawa
recently returned from five years in Southeast Asia wo rking as a travel nurse while
her husband , Ted, played crumpet in the
Hong Kong Philharmonic and Singapore
Symphony. Karen now is clinical manager
in the neonata l unit of the Washington
Hospital Center in the District of Columbia . . . Robert \Vheeler has bee n
appointed director of marketing for TRW
Business Credit Services, a unit of the
company's Information Services Division.
He is based in Orange County. In his new
position he will be responsible for all
marketing functions ofTRWs Business
Credit Services' credit reporting business.

NOTES

The marketing functions will include:
focus marketing; new produce development and produce management; marketing communications and research; and
systems and operations.
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Lupita (Cortes)
Baumgardner works for che

United Scares Department of Justice,
Executive Office for Immigration Review,
as a court interpreter. She is married co
John Baumgardner '81 and they have a
13-month-old baby boy named Ivan
Michael Baumgardner ... Kelly
(Barnhill) Jackson has been married co
Jim Jackson for five years . They have one
son, Kenneth , who was born on Christmas Eve in 1986. The couple reside in
West Hill, Calif . .. '.'lavy Lt. Will
Dailey recently particip~ced in the 1988
Portland Rose Festival while serving
aboard the replenishment oiler USS
Kansas City, ho meported in Oakland,
Calif. Crew members participated in
various social functions scheduled by the
festival's committee while public tours
were conducted on board the ship ...
Doug Holmes married Patricia Lemmon
on July 9, 1988 in Palo Alco, Calif. The
newlyweds are spending the next six
months circling the globe. Doug left his
real estate holding company in the able
hands of partner and fellow alum Matty
Sandoval '83 ... Anita (Kuykendall)
Stoll married Adam Stoll on May 28,
1988. They will reside in Washington,
D .C. where Adam is a governmental
liaison for the American Education
Research Association ... Marine 1st Lt.
Daniel Herbert recently completed the
Ranger Course conducted at Army Infantry School, Fort Benning, Ga. Daniel was
trained co perform effectively as a small
unit leader under mental and physical
stress assoc iated with combat. By operating in rolling, wooded, mountainou s,
desert , jungle and swamp environments,
he encountered conditions and situations
similiar co those in real combat.

Robert Wheeler '8/ (MBA)

'83

Michael Fowlkes received his

MBA from USO in May 1988.
He is involved in financial planning and is
a part-time photographer ... Doug
Fernandez and wife, Sandra, are the
proud parents of a baby girl, Brittney
Alexandra, born in April, 1988 ... Susan
Santos is employed by Latham and
Watkins as a paralegal ... Virginia
(Thayer) Osgood is actively involved as
a professional lay woman in the church.
Ginny directs 10 parish programs for All
Hallows parish community, where she is
beginning her seventh year as director of
cacechecical ministry. She is married and
the mother of four grown children .. .

Virginia Osgood '83 (MRE)
Paul Seidel married Sonya Arriaga on
June 11 , 1988 at Sc. Helen's Church in
Fresno, Calif. Paul is a deputy district
attorney in Santa Clara County, where he
is on the felony trial team. The couple live
in Santa Clara ... Penny (Rieker)
Moon married Gary Moon on June 11 ,
1988, in Saratoga, Calif. Penny works in
human resources for James River Corp.
She and her husband reside in Campbell,
Calif . . . Luke Maiberger and his wife,
Kathy, had a daughter, Clara Elizabeth,
born on July 7, 1988. The family is
health y and happy . .. Bonnie Mon tali
and Chris Haupt were married June 25,
1988 at USD's Founders Chapel. Bonnie
is a physical therapist at Grossmont Hospital. Chris is a scientist with Naval
Oceans Systems Center . .. '.'lavy Capt.
James Hough graduated fro m the Naval
War College. During the 10-month course,
James studied the elements of strategy
and policy, defense economics an d decision making, and the effective employment of naval forces. His curriculum
included sem inars , lectures and individual
research projects chat served co prepare
him for assignment co a higher level command and management position ...
Mary (Ensher) Wilson and Tom
Wilson were married in 1982 . They are
the proud parents of three little girl·s. Mary
and Tom work together in their automotive appearance facility ... Navy Lt.
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Cmdr. Craig Lok kins recently returned
from a six-month depl oyme nt co the
Persian Gulf while serving aboard the
guided missile frigate USS Reuben James,
homeported in Long Beach, Calif. During
the deployment, Craig participated in
patrol operations and convoy escorts for
U.S. flag ships moving within the gulf. In
all, Craig's ship escorted more than 30
ships in 11 convoys through the Straits of
Hormu z ... Louis Rickert has been
promoted co manager in Peat Marwick's
San Diego audit practice.
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John Amarillas and his wife,

Biddy, are the proud parents of
Caitlin, their first child. They reside in
Santa Clara where John is a school teacher
. .. Suzanne (Sweetanos) Ga hart has
been accepted co the single subject credential program at San Jose State University - quite a career change from being an
accountant for the last four years. Suzanne
plans co teac h music to high school students ... Holly (Smeltz) Tibbels
married Lt. Jason Tibbets, USN, on
January 18, 1986. They live in Kingsville,
Tex., where he is an LSO and instrucror
pilot. Holly is an accountant for the Kingsville Clinic. Jason will be flying an F-14 in
either San Diego or Virginia Beach in
January 1989. The couple would like co
move back co San Diego ... Janie
(Hoffner) DeLuca and her husband ,
Mark DeLuca '81, proudly announce the
birth of their first child, John Paul , born
March 25, 1988 . .. Kathleen Freitas is
starting her second year of teaching in
Nagoya, Japan. She teaches English to
children ages 5-14 ... Tom Jaworski is a
financial analyst for Hewlett-Packard in
Palo Alto, Calif .. . Laura Stanley and
Ralph DeMarco were married on November 14 and reside in Del Mar, Calif. Laura
is assistant vice president at NicholasApplegate Capital Management in charge
of national public fund marketing. Ralph
is director of corporate finance at Carter
Hawley Hale Stores.

'85

Don Eppich and Rosanna
Calderon '86 were married

November 7, 1987 at USD's Founders
Chapel. They reside in San Diego ...
Catherine O'Rourke will marry Gregory Delano '86. She teaches at University of San Diego High School ... Mary
Petricca is working as a flight attendant
with American Airlines and is based at
American Airlines headquarters at Dallas/
Ft. Worth International Airport ... John
Kownacki resides in St. Louis, Mo. , with
his wife, Darcy, and their son, Cody John ,
born in February 1988. John is in his last
year of medical school and is applying for a
residency in ophthalmology ... Rebecca
(Rebelo) Godina married Pablo Godina

NOTES

on August 1, 1987 ... Francine
Sprecco volunteers at a shelter for
women and children that is associated
with Brother Benn's soup kitc hen in
Oceanside, Calif. She is very excited
about the opportunity. She will live at the
shelter with the guests ... Molly Quirk
is working as a sales assistant for Drexel
Burnham Lambert's bond trading desk in
Boston ... Darcy (Denos) Turley and
Second Lt. Michael Turley '86 are the
parents of a baby boy, Jaymes Darin, born
February 24, 1988. Michael graduated
from undergraduate pilot training at Reese
Air Force Base on May 20 . He will return
to Reese as a T-38 instructor pilot. Darcy
attends Texas Tech University, where she
is completing a master's degree in education, along with her teaching credential.
They would welcome any fellow alumni
who might be pass ing through the Lubbock, Texas area ... Cheryl
(Meumann) Ingram married Dale
Ingram in March, 1986 . They had their
first child, Kevi n Ryan , on February 27 ,
1988. Cheryl has worked for Tandy Corporation for over two years as a sales
representative. After returning from
maternity leave she was promoted to sales
manager of the business products computer division of Tandy Corp. in San
Diego. Dale is a manager for Angelica
Corp., a national health care supplier ...
Fred Espinosa Jr. has been named
execmive chef/kitchen manager at Belmont's At The Beach, the new restaurant
at the Belmont Park retail center in San
Diego's Mission Beach . He will be responsible for food preparation and presentation
at the restaurant. Prior to joining Belmont's, Fred was executive sous chef for
the L a Jolla Village Inn for more than cwo
years . While there he won first prize for
culinary preparation at the San Diego
Waterfront Festival in August 1987 ...
Susan Bernhardi is with the midtown
Manhattan firm of Parker Chapin Flattau
and Klimpl in the real estate department.
She lives on the upper west side . . .

Carlos Alberto Rivera Penalosa
married Myran Yolanda Zamaro Godoy on
April 23, 1988 at the lmmaculata Catholic
Church. Carlos is an assistant manager for
Household Bank in Placentia, Calif.
Myrna is an assistant manager for Home
Federal Savings an d Loan in Santa Ana.

'86

Valerie Israel and James
Real were married May 28,

1988 at Blessed Sacrament Catholic
Church in San Diego. Valerie is completing her master's in education at USO.
James is a public relations coordinator for
Hubbert Advertising and Public Rel ations
of San Diego Inc ... Katherine Farrand is working in development at the
Chandler School in Pasadena and loves it.
She was a member of the bridal party for

the August wedding of Mary Francis and
Treak Tasker. Maureen Philpott also
was a member of the bridal party ...

Lynne (Reimann) Schwarz is li ving in
Virginia awaiting transfer to Mayport, Fla.
Her husband, Lt. Thomas Schwarz,
USN, is reporting to the USS Philippine
Sea (CG58). Lynne will resume teaching
in Florida .. . Patricia Whitney was
promoted in March to personnet"manager
at NCR's engineering and manufacturing
plant in Wichita, Kansas ... Jodi
(Balsis) Sweet and Eric Sweet '84 were
married February 20, 1988 . Jodi now
teaches and coaches the pep squad at
Santa Margarita High School in California. Eric works as a manager in financial
planning at Financial Profiles and Market
Focus Technology in Oceanside .. . Shay
Sayre is associate professor of business at
San Francisco State University ... Tom
Hillebrecht attends che Uni;ersity of
Notre Dame where he is studying for a
MBA degree ... Julie Barrett is working
for Classic Communications in Boston,
Mass. promoting equestrian events and
television programs ... Shannon Smith
moved to New York City and is working as
an ana lyst for Chemical Bank in the capital
markets group. She received a nomination
as Outstanding Young Woman of America
-1987 ... Carol Quatannens is a kindergarten teacher at Stallings Elementary
School in the Corona-Norco District. She
is currently working on her master's
degree in early childhood education at Cal
State University Long Beach .
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Roger Cloutier is a 2nd lieutenant in the U.S. Army ...

Joe Muklevicz is a salesman for .Skit

Tools and lives in Laguna Niguel ...
Frank Mostert is an investment representative at T.Rowe Price and Assoc., a
mutual fund co mpany in Los Angeles ...
Jennifer Aman is still attending law
school at USO. She recently won $39,000
in cash and prizes on "Wheel of Fortune"
including a Chevy S-10 Blazer 4x4, a
Caribbean cruise and $4,000 in cash ...
Tony Abbatangelo attended Oxford
University in England during the summer
of 1988 and now attends law school at
USO ... Anne Meadowcroft and
David Henderson were married May 7 on
the yacht Reknown in San Diego Harbor.
Anne is the owner of Town Centre Travel.
David is tract sales manager with Sunland
Development in Temecula ... ="a'')'
Ensign Todd Pollard was selected for
the strike pipeline and reported to Naval
Air Station , Kingsville, Tex., for jet training . .. John "Jack" Kelly was recently
promoted co national director of expansion for Phi Kappa Theta fraternity. He
currently resides in Indianapolis, Ind ...
Mary Coenen berg and Randy Moore
'86 will marry on April 29, 1989 at USD's
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Founders Chapel. Randy is a financial
planner at Perkins and Zures and Mary is
an admissions representative for Pacific
Coast College .. . Navy Ensign Daniel
Madruga recently was designated a naval
aviator. Presentation of his "Wings of
Gold" marked culmination of 18 months
of flight training. His curriculum included
basic studies in engineering and navigation, training flights in simulators, aircraft
familiarizations, basic and advanced
instrument training, extended navigation
flights and landings aboard an aircraft
carrier . .. Navy Seaman Richard
Glass recently departed on a six-month
deployment to the western Pacific aboard
the amphibious cargo ship USS Mobile,
homeported in Long Beach, Calif . . .
Kurt Martens married Kristen Buzzelli
of Escondido, Calif., in September 1987.
The couple now live in Anchorage,
Alaska, where Kurt works as an
accountant for Price Waterhouse . ..
William LaVelle is presently employed
with Kings County district attorney's
office. He will marry Beth Badders on
October 22, 1988.

'88

Nancy Sedlmayer and Gre-

gory Eberhardt were married
July 16 in San Diego's Blessed Sacrament
Catholic Church. After a trip to Maui , the
couple live in San Diego . . . Marine 2nd
Lt. Mario Solis was commissioned to his
present rank upon graduation from USO
.. . Navy Lt. Cmdr. Ann Boggs has
been promoted to her present rank while
serving at Fleet Intelligence Training
Center, Naval Training Center, San Diego
.. . Ratansha Vakil moved to Michigan
after graduation and started work in July
with United Standard of Michigan where
she is assistant marketing manager for the
Flint office. United Standard is fast growing and is recruiting new employees.
Anyone interested should contact Ratan
at (313) 238-0200 . . . Navy Ensign
Cathy Kimmel recently reported for
duty with the helicopter anti-submarine
squadron-ID, Naval Air Station, North
Island, San Diego ... Jeffrey Moore
received a full scholarship to attend the
University of Michigan Law School. He is
a librarian in the law school . .. Navy

Ensigns Mario Solis, Jonathan
Blacker, Gary Gotham, Craig Grivel,
Hobard Johnson, Daniel Limberg,
Emmanuel Maghirangand Terrence
Aylesworth were commissioned to their
present rank upon graduation from USO.
During each undergraduate semester,
they completed naval science courses as
well as their full academic schedule that
led to their degrees. These courses,
combined with annual summer training
aboard ships and shore installations,
served to prepare them for the duties and
responsibilities of commissioned officers.
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UPCOMING

NOVEMBER
1- Exhibit. "The History of the Swedish
30 Monarchy." Presented by fine arts

16- Master of Fine Arts/Old Globe
20 production . "Midsummer Night's
Dream:· 8 p.m. Wednesday-Saturday,
8:30 p.m. Sunday. Sacred Heart Hall
Performing Arts Center. Fee. 260-4600,
exc. 4901.

department and the "New Sweden '88"
Committee of San Diego. Serra Hall.
Free. 260-4712 .

3 Women's volleyball vs. Gonzaga

Golf Tournament. Rancho San Diego
Golf Club. 260-4692.

and Creation Spirituality." Fr. Matthew
Fox. 8 a.m ., University Center Faculty
Dining Room . 260-4 798 .

18

4, Institute for Christian Ministries lecture
5 series. "Ethical Issues and Care for the
D ying." Fr. Richard Gula, Sr. Peggy
McDonald. 6:30-9 :30 p.m . Friday, 9 :30
a.m .-4 p.m. Saturday. Fee. 260-4 784.

Hellenic Tradition in Ireland: The
Fruitful Partnership between Greece
and Ireland in the European
Community." 12-5 p.m. weekdays,
Founders Gallery. Free. 260-4600 , ext.
4261.

9 a.m., Sports Center. Free.

Wo men's volleyball vs. University of
Portland. 7:30 p.m., Sports Center.
Free.
French department play. "The Comedia
Francaise," performed in French . 8 p.m.,
Camino Theater. Fee. 260-4600, ext.
4389 .

17

Men's basketball vs . Seattle Pacific
University. 7:30 p.m. , Sports Center.
Fee.

20

Women's basketball vs. U.C. Irvine.
7:30 p.m. , Sports Center. Free.

28

Men's basketball vs . North Texas State
University. 7:30 p.m. , Sports Center.
Fee.

29 Women's basketball vs. Holy Cross.
7:30 p.m ., Sports Center. Free.

30

Men's basketball vs. Marist College.
7:30 p.m., Sports Center. Fee.

31

Women's basketball vs. Murray State.
7:30 p.m ., Sports Center. Free.

19 through December 8. Exhibit. "The

5 Women's swimming vs. alumni team .
Football vs. U.C. Santa Barbara.
Homecoming game. 1:30 p.m. , Torero
Stadium . Fee.

Opening night reception . "The Hellenic
Tradition in Ireland : The Fruitful
Partnership between Greece and Ireland
in the European Community" exhibit. 57 p.m., Founders Gallery. Free.
260-4600 , ext. 4261.
Free lecture follows reception . "Homer
and Old Irish Tradition: Analogies and
Connections." George Huxley, director
of the Gennadius Library, the American
School of Classical Studies, Athens .

4- Homecoming Weekend. See page 17 for
6 complete details. 260-4819 .
Law School class of 1978 reunion. San
Diego Marriott Hotel and Marina.
260-4692.

Reveles, associate professor of music,
director. 8 p.m., Founders Chapel. Fee.
260-4600 , ext. 4486.

1 7 Breakfast lecture. "Liberation Theology

University. 7:30 p.m. , Sports Center.
Free.

4 School of Law Michael Mohr Memori al

9- Community Choir concert. ''A Festival
10 of Lessons and Carols:· Fr. Nicolas

20

30

JANUARY
12, 14. 16, 17 Institute for Christian
Ministries lecture series. "Feminine
Paradigms in Christian History." Sr.
Rosemary Rader. 6:30-9:30 p.m. except
9:30 a.m .-3 :30 p.m. Jan. 14. Fee.
260-4784.

USO orchestra concert. Dr. Henry
Kolar, professor of music, conductor.
4 p.m., Camino Theater. Fee.
260-4600 , ext. 4486 .

13

Men's basketball vs. Cal Lutheran
University. 7:30 p.m., Sports Center.
Fee.

Men's basketball vs. Gon zaga
University. 7:30 p.m ., Sports Center.
Fee.

14

Women's swimming vs. Fresno Seate
University. Noon , Sports Center. Free.
Men's basketball vs. University of
Portland . 7:30 p.m., Sports Center. Fee.

7, 14,21 Institute for Christian Ministries
lecture series. "Communication with
Adolescents." Dr. Dorothy Marron. 79:30 p.m. Fee. 260-4784.

DECEMBER
1 Lecture. "Cross Cultural Analysis The Anglo and Hispanic Minds." Dr.
Enrique Moreno, University of
Guadalajara. 7 p.m ., Manchester
Conference Center. 260-4798.

9, 16. 30 Institute for Christian Ministries
lecture series. "Issues in the Pauline
Church." Dr. Florence Gillman, assistant
professor of theological and religious
studies . 7-9:30 p.m . Fee. 260-4784.

2- Opera workshop production. "Scenes
3 and Arias." William Eichorn , lecturer in

10-Theater Arts production . United States

13

11
12

premiere of"A Meeting of Queens ."
8 p.m. Thursday-Saturday, 2:30 p.m.
Sunday, Camino Theater. Fee.
260-4712 or 260-4600, ext. 4239.
Women's volleyball vs. University of San
Francisco. 7:30 p.m., Spores Center.
Free.
Women's swimming vs. Cal State Los
Angeles and University of Redlands.
11 a.m., Sports Center. Free.
Women's volleyball vs. Santa Clara
University. 7:30 p.m. , Spores Center.
Free.

15

Lecture. "Healing of the Global Village
- Compassion in the Americas." Fr.
Matthew Fox. 7:30 p.m . , University
Center Forum . Fee. 260-4798.

20

music, conductor. 8 p.m., Sacred Heart
Hall 104. Fee. 260-4600, ext. 4486 .

Women's basketball vs. University of
San Francisco. 7:30 p.m ., Sports
Center. Free.

21

Women's basketball vs . Santa Clara
University. 7:30 p.m. , Sports Center.
Free.

27

Men's basketball vs. Santa Clara
University. 7:30 p.m., Sports Center.
Fee.

28

Baseball vs. alumni team. 1:30 p.m.,
Cunningham Stadium. Free.

3, Jan. 28. Feb. 4 Institute for Christian
Ministries lecture series . "The
Enneagram." Sr. Rosaleen O 'Sullivan.
10 a.m .-4:30 p.m. Fee. 260-4784.

5, Institute for Christian Ministries lecture

12

series. "Julian of Norwich." Dr. Gary
Macy, associate professor of theological
and religious studies. 7-9:30 p.m . Fee.
260-4784 .

8 Alumni mass. Alumni , friends invited.
7:30 p.m., Founders Chapel.
Champagne reception follows.
Presentation of Bishop Buddy Award.
260-4819 .
Men's basketball vs. Cal State Fullerton.
7:30 p.m. , Sports Center. Fee.

Women's swimming vs. Pomona-Pitzer
College. 3 p.m., Sports Center. Free.

Men's basketball vs . University of San
Francisco. 7:30 p.m. , Sports Center.

29, Feb. 5 Institute for Christian Miniseries
lecture series. "Fundamentalism." Fr.
Robert Kress , chair and associate
professor of theological and religious
studies. 7-9:15 p.m. Fee. 260-4784.

·The Great Search is on
.. .and we need your help!
Were making an extra effort chis year to find the
addresses and phone numbers of thousands of our alumni
whom we've lost contact with over the years. We want to
bring chem up-to-dace about their University. Tell chem
what their Alumni Association is doing. Invite chem to
upcoming alumni events.
Bue we need your help. The names below are part of our

1972
Michael F. Adams
Daniel C. Aerts
Caesar Aguirre
Steven Alessio
Mary K. Anderson
Ali Araghi
Mary E. Berrill
Eileen M . Best
Robert P. Bilbray
Gail W. Blubaugh
Carol M. Brown
Margaret Buckeye
Sandra Byers
Myron R . Cagan
Alexander R . Ca lli an
Joaquin I. Campbell
Gail 8 . Cowan
Donna Crawford
Charles E. Davis
John C . DeVine
Karen K. Drake
Nadine M. Draper
James E. Dremann
John R. D ykzeul
Sandra J. Ehlerding
Eleanor D. Elegado
Anita Ellis
Robert Ellis England
Wi ll is T. Evenson
Averil G. Fernando
Jean E. Fishbeck
Madeline Fitzgerald
Ada L . Forjohn
Gary 8. F reeland
Joe Frescas
Linda M . Gott-Maddox
Charles J. Hagan
Kristine Ann Hall
Gregory J. Hankins
Massoud Harari
Cheryl Jean Haupert
W illiam A. Hawke-Rob inson
John Hawkins
Ruth D. Hayes
Han Soon Hee
Rosanne Heiliger
M. Ira Hickey
Franklin A. Hi ll
Hassell Hill , Jr.
Marleen Halik
Richard C. Hunkins
Bernita L. Isaacson
L inda M. Johnson
Michael D . Jones
Maura Kane

Jay W. Kern
Jeanne T. Karoly
Stan ley Kossoff
Michael J. Lach
John P. L angellier
Carol M . Laubacher
Robert Laubengayer
Roy A. Lechner
C. H yo Sun Lee
Margaret E. Leggett
D. Stephen Lemberg
Susan E. Lennon
William Lukasik, Jr.
Theresa C. Lynch
C. Bernard MacGi llivray
James E. Macioszek
Mike Mann ing
Richard H . McClure
Gladys McLaughlin
Evelyn E. McRae
Albert Mikkelsen
Don A. Milne
William Monahan
Charlotte E. Moore
James M. Mulvey
Gary R. Myron
James A. Nelson
Jerry L. Norman, II[
T imothy P. O'Connell
Cather ine F. O"Rourke
John S. Ottobrino
Nita J. Pacwa
Edith R. Pascua
William Pechacek
Amnvey Pichirpongchai
Pierre M. Portas
Mary E. Prendergast
William Priest
M ichael J. Prigmore
Paul D. Pucci
Mullika Purushanhansa
Weldon J. Ri ley
Kath leen M. Roach
Glenn Robinson
Cathleen P. Roff
Richard J. Roncaglia
Arthur Schlanger
Wayne A. Schmad
Fouad M . Shebany
M. Patrick Sheerin
Robert R . Sherman
Carmen E. Slate
Timothy Smith
John C. Snider
Tan Kay Song
T homas D. Sper

Donald J. Stoecklein
Pakaporn Suvansarang
Song-Kay Tan
Massound H. Tehrani
Anne P. Tyrrell
Thomas Ulschig
M . Vianney
Marilyn Viarengo
Villien Charles
R. Wolfe
Joan F. Woods
William R. Woody
Stephen T. Yavorsky

1973
Hamed R. Abonaian
George M. Allen
Ralph Anievas
Stephanie S. Arrunian
Adolfo Arvizu
Darrell A. Avilla
Sylvia Baighrs
Betty M. Beale
Julie J. Becklund
James E. Bennett, ll
C . M. Blackburn
Barbara J. Blank
Stephen M . Boyd
John P. Briggs
Susan P. Bugel
Lex J. Byers, Jr.
Alexander R . Cal lian
Linda S. Carri llo
Margaret Ann Cavanaugh
Anna Cera
Pamela S. Chambers
Timothy J. Chambers
Charlotte Mi Chunn
Robert Comeau
Albert M. Coury, Jr.
Christine F. Crosby
Lavinia Cruz
G regory L. Dau lton
John R . De Meu les
Robert J. De Ponte
Robert M . Dodson
G regory A. Downs
Karen C. Elder
Maura Fitzsimons
Catherine P. Flanagan
M . O liver Flanagan
Collete C . Ford
Maria Furlong, R .S.C.j.
Barbara D. Gaudreau
Candida G ill
Robert L. Grider

"lose" alumni list. If you see a familiar name and know the
person's address or phone number, call or write with the
information . Send your information to Office of Alumni
Relations, USO, Alcala Park, San Diego, CA 92110.
O r call (619) 260-4819 between 8:30 a.m. and 5 p.m .,
Monday through Friday.
You can make the Great Search a stellar success!

Anderson Guy
Wi ll iam 8. Harper
David L . Kamin
Joanne M . Kane
Wi ll iam J. Kane, Jr.
Margaret R. Kelly
Eillen M . Kenneally
Gerry W. Koch
Sloan Koener
Donald P. Krider
George A. Krogman
Geoffrey N . Lachner
Harvey Lager
Kenneth A. Langston
Hoang Anh Le Thi
Timot hy Leslie
Joseph M . Lessard
Ma ry Ann Marcin
Victoria E. Marcin
Howard F. Matt , Jr.
Marion McAu ley
Marshall C . McColley
Berndette A. McElliocc
Michael P. McQuilkin
Dona ld T. Meagher
Bern P. Meyers
Michaela Miller
Thomas W. Miller
Tom Mi ller
Robert M . Mirch
Kathleen M . Molaro
Alberto G. Montijo
Marie D. Moore
Charles P. Mulligan
Roger F. Mussender
Beverly G . N iles
Drucilla C . Nares
Theodore S. Norton
Mary J. O'Hara
Thomas T. O'Neil
Blanquira Ortega
Gerald 0 . Palmqui st
Adriana M. Pazmany
Marc S. Pechrer
Timothy L. Peirce
Frank Pernicano
Cynthia L. Phi llips
Susan H . Porrs
Thomas Ragland
Sandra L. Ragovi n
Benjamin C . Randi
Janet A. Randi
Stephen J. Reiss
Mary E. Reynolds
Will iam 8 . Harrer
George W. Hayden

Monica J. Hayden
Robert G. Healy
Melvin T. Higaski
John M. Hinton
Margaret L. Hogan
Mary M. Hooper
Adria L. Howat
Paul D. Jackson
Sally Johns
Mary Ellen Richardson , RN
Mark Richelson
Kathleen M . Roach
Michael Roach
Gail A. Rob in son
Robert L. Rocheleau
Bruce Roma no
Murray Rosenberg
Michael R. Ross
Pauleen F. Ross
Kevin J. Ruddy
Kathleen R. Ryan
Mark Sachau
John S. Santi
Joseph D. Scarey
Jerome J. Schiefelbien
Alfred Schifini
John J. Sears
Ruc h E. Shy
Douglas L. Smith
Lou is E. So kach
Geo rge A. Sprow ls
Richard W. Stodulski
Thomas Szakall
Keith Taylor
Leslee Teter
Carol A. Thomas
Harry 8 . Thomas
Vernon S. 'nveedie
Kenneth A. Valley
Mary W. Velardi
Alfred J. Waldchen
O livia Warli ck
Yvonne R . Weinstock
Gary D. We lls
Richard H. Wheeler
John L. White
Richard C. Wi ldman
Thomas L. W illiams, Jr.
John F. Wi lson
Paul S. Wilson
Larry Wirsoe
Winfred R . Wolfe
C hristie A. Wood
Joan K. Wright
Marilyn Wright-Adam
De nnis M. Young

Share the
Christmas Joy.~ ,
Celebrate the Season.
Alumni Mass, December 8
Usher in the joyous Christmas season at
the arnmal Alumni Mass. 7 :30 p.m.
December 8 in Founders Chapel.
The Alumni Association will present its
most prestigious honor, the Bishop Charles
F. Buddy Award, during the mass. The
award recognizes an outstanding alumnus or
alumna who has contributed significantly to
his or her profession, the community and
the University.
The Christmas spirit will continue after
mass at a champagne reception in the
Founders Hall foyer.
Call (619) 260-4819 to RSVP or for more
information.
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